In the past several months, a remarkable transformation occurred in how the field regards lipoproteins, statins, and atherosclerosis. The straw—or tree trunk—that broke this stubborn camel’s back was the prospective, randomized, double-blinded Improved Reduction of Outcomes: Vytorin Efficacy International Trial (IMPROVE-IT). This key study demonstrated that lowering plasma low-density lipoprotein (LDL) concentrations in humans through the use of a nonstatin—ezetimibe—not only reduced cardiovascular events, but did so to exactly the same extent as LDL lowering by statins. Preliminary data in humans suggest that the same is true of the new PCSK9 inhibitors, which are also nonstatins. Abundant prior data have told the same story for decades (reviewed in a recent American Heart Association Council Statement). For example, lowering plasma LDL concentrations surgically by partial ileal bypass or by random Mendelian inheritance of key polymorphisms that lower plasma levels of LDL, or inheriting polymorphisms that lower levels of cholesterol- and triglyceride-rich apolipoprotein-B (apoB)—containing remnants also reduce human atherosclerotic cardiovascular events.

Atherosclerosis has become as pathogenically simple as tuberculosis. What causes tuberculosis? Mycobacterium tuberculosis. What causes atherosclerosis? LDL and other cholesterol-rich, apoB-containing lipoproteins. Diabetes mellitus and smoking increase the risk of tuberculosis—and atherosclerosis—but cannot cause either disease on their own. Tuberculosis and atherosclerosis both involve extensive, and strikingly similar, host immune responses, including a persistent infiltrate of macrophages and T-cells, the development of foam cells, local induction of many of the same antimigration molecules that keep these cells in place, and systemic elevations in so-called inflammatory markers, such as plasma C-reactive protein. But no primary immune derangement has ever been shown to cause tuberculosis in the absence of the bacillus—nor to cause atherosclerosis in the absence of abundant apoB-containing lipoproteins.

In this context, the interactions of LDL and other cholesterol-rich, apoB-containing lipoproteins with the vessel wall are now paramount to understanding how a normal artery becomes atherosclerotic and how an existing atherosclerotic plaque worsens, stabilizes, or heals. The new study by Bartels and Christoffersen et al adds fresh insight by comparing the way established murine arterial plaques handle LDL during progression versus regression.

Prior literature indicates that a key process initiates atherogenesis—namely, the subendothelial retention, or trapping, of plasma-derived apoB-containing lipoproteins, particularly LDL and remnants. In earliest atherogenesis, the affinity of specific domains of apoB to adhere directly to specific elements of the arterial matrix, particularly at branch points and other areas of nonlaminar flow, drives lipid retention. The retained lipoproteins become modified by arterial-wall enzymes and other processes to form a uniquely dangerous accumulation (Figure A). The resulting material provokes a series of strikingly maladaptive responses that include endothelial dysfunction and the recruitment and abnormal persistence of macrophages and T-cells. Cellular and molecular programs that cause immune cells to remain in place may be adaptive defenses against Mycobacterium tuberculosis, an acid-fast bacillus that is not killed after phagocytosis and would therefore be spread throughout the body by emigrating macrophages. But retained and modified apoB-containing lipoproteins within the arterial wall inappropriately elicit many of the same evolutionarily conserved antimigration signals. The result is a crippling of the reticuloendothelial system, which otherwise has a huge capacity that could easily handle a few grams of intramural cholesterol and other debris.

In atherosclerosis, persistent macrophages secrete lipases that perversely accelerate further retention and modification of apoB-lipoproteins within the developing plaque. Many of these cells die, but their carcasses fail to undergo normal disposal by phagocytosis (efferocytosis), leading to necrotic core formation and further harmful immune activation. Persistent, living macrophages in an atheroma also release proteases, which weaken the overlying fibrous cap, and tissue factor, which ensures vigorous clot formation on plaque rupture—and hence the risk of arterial occlusion (Figure A, reviewed in Williams and Tabas and Williams et al).

What about the other direction? How can an existing atherosclerotic plaque stabilize or heal? Over a half-century of studies...
on experimental atherosclerosis in animals, including nonhuman primates, indicates that essentially all features of advanced atherosclerotic plaques can reverse, including seemingly permanent changes, such as necrosis and extracellular lipid accumulations, including crystalline material. The key is drastic improvements in the plasma lipoprotein profile, most commonly, vast reductions in total cholesterol or LDL. Plaque stabilization and shrinkage have been documented in humans as well, and we and others are convinced that these effects will become easier to achieve clinically with new, more potent LDL-lowering agents.

Studies on the cellular infiltrate in experimental atherosclerotic plaques indicate that regression is not merely a rewinding of progression, but instead a resolution response that involves emigration of the maladaptive macrophage infiltrate, followed by the initiation of a stream of healthy, normally functioning phagocytes that clear retained apoB-containing lipoproteins, apoptotic cells, necrotic debris, and other components of advanced plaques (Figure B).

Nevertheless, there has been a conspicuous gap in our knowledge of the interactions of LDL and other cholesterol-rich, apoB-containing lipoproteins with the vessel wall during plaque regression. As far as we know, Bartels and Christoffersen et al are the first to address this crucial issue. Their experimental system was LDL receptor–negative mice fed a high-cholesterol diet for ≈4 to 5 months to produce sustained elevations in plasma LDL concentrations and to form atherosclerotic plaques in the aorta. Then, weekly doses of an anti-Apob antisense oligonucleotide (ASO) corrected the hypercholesterolemia. Concentrations of LDL and very low-density lipoprotein (VLDL) in plasma fell to nearly undetectable levels within 2 to 3 days of the first administration of the anti-Apob ASO. Control animals received a partially mismatched ASO and remained hypercholesterolemic. In an impressive effort, the authors assessed key morphological, genetic, and metabolic properties of the aortic plaques just 1 week or 4 weeks after beginning ASO treatments.

The experimental system has several noteworthy features that strengthen the study. First, the primary atherogenic lipoprotein was LDL, which remains a key disease-causing lipoprotein in humans and the major successful therapeutic target for atherosclerosis. Many studies of atherosclerosis progression and regression use the apoE-deficient mouse, but its major lipoprotein is a highly abnormal particle called β-VLDL that enters the arterial wall and becomes retained. The arterial wall and becomes retained there, but can be handled somewhat differently from LDL. Second, the atherosclerotic plaques in the Bartels and Christoffersen et al study exhibited necrosis and fibrosis, that is, advanced well beyond just fatty streaks. Third, the animals remained on the high-cholesterol diet even during administration of the ASOs, despite the ability of high-cholesterol diets to provoke sterile inflammation. Fourth, plasma high-density lipoprotein cholesterol concentrations, though readily detectable, did not rise during the regression period in animals treated with the anti-Apob ASO. Other studies in mice indicate that a fall in plasma apoB-lipoprotein levels, combined with a rise in functional high-density lipoprotein, produces the most rapid regression of established plaques. Although morphological regression of atheroma in the current study in 4 weeks may seem fast, the rate is leisurely compared with that seen in other models and fits with this prior work. As noted below, the absence of morphological resolution at 1 week simplifies interpretation of the study. Fifth, the initial time point after ASO administration is listed as 1 week, but because the fall in plasma LDL concentration was not instantaneous, it may be more like 4 to 5 days.

The 4-week time point after initiation of anti-Apob ASO injections—a nonstatin—proves that this was an environment for plaque regression and repair: foam cell content decreased, collagen increased, and gene expression patterns clearly improved by then. All of these changes are consistent with previously reported features of atherosclerosis regression (green arrows in Figure B; see also Moore et al, Williams et al, and Daoud et al). But the 1-week time point is the more mechanistically fascinating. At 1 week, neither morphological changes—content of macrophages, foam cells, necrotic material, or even the size of the total pool of arterial-wall LDL—nor changes in gene expression—including mRNAs for allegedly key cytokines and scavenger receptors—were evident. Yet at 1 week, the 2 major findings of this study were already apparent. Endothelial permeability for LDL entry into the plaques decreased, and the fractional degradation of LDL that still made it into the plaques fell dramatically (green Xs in Figure B).

How can we explain an improved endothelial barrier to LDL after rapid correction of hypercholesterolemia? Alterations in endothelial permeability, though apparently not essential to lesion development, may play a contributory role, but only if some of the infiltrated apoB-containing lipoproteins become retained. For example, early prelesional accumulation of apoB-lipoproteins within the arterial wall is focally concentrated in sites that are known to be prone to the later development of atheroma, particularly in areas near nonlaminar flow, but the rates of LDL entry into prelesional susceptible versus prelesional resistant sites are not different. Surprisingly, we still do not completely understand how LDL crosses the endothelium into or out of the arterial wall, nor do we understand what makes the local endothelium more permeable to LDL once a plaque develops underneath. Bartels and Christoffersen et al ruled out a nonspecific process by showing that permeability to Evans blue dye does not change during that crucial first week of anti-Apob ASO treatment. Caveolin-1—and by implication unesterified cholesterol in the membrane—might be involved: knockout of this abundant endothelial protein impedes LDL from crossing into the arterial wall and slows atherogenesis in hypercholesterolemic mice.

A crucial question remains: what pool of LDL might be acting on the endothelium to alter permeability to apoB during progression or regression of plaques? In the current study, the endothelial barrier might have improved after anti-Apob ASO treatment because there was less LDL in the plasma flowing past these cells so that, say, the endothelial plasma membrane might become less enriched in unesterified cholesterol through aqueous diffusion. Or the key effect of anti-Apob ASO treatment could have been less LDL to pass through the endothelium, a process that itself might induce cellular changes. There would have been less newly retained and aggregated LDL under the endothelium to release fatty acids, modified phospholipids, sterols, ceramides, and other potentially biologically...
active molecules. Anti-Apob ASO treatment decreased the amount of newly degraded LDL, which can be another source of harmful products within the plaque. There could also be a pool of LDL that induces rapidly reversible alterations in other elements of the plaque that were not assessed but communicate with the endothelium.

It should be experimentally feasible to distinguish roles for these different pools of LDL—and the distinct mechanisms by which they could act on the arterial endothelium. For example, would high plasma concentrations of LDL made from mutated apoB100 that lacks its domains for binding arterial matrix—a previous technical triumph from the Borén laboratory—still alter endothelial function, or LDL in the presence of antibodies that block its binding to arterial matrix and hence atherogenesis, or LDL after knockout or overexpression of specific arterial-wall enzymes that are known to accelerate apoB retention, aggregation, and the release of lipolytic products?

Would direct injection of LDL into the subendothelial cushion...
impaired endothelial function? To our knowledge, this last approach has not been tried since the 1930s.25

One clue comes from prior studies showing that intramural retention and aggregation of apoB-containing lipoproteins occur within mere minutes to hours after the onset of hypercholesterolemia, long before the earliest known signs of endothelial dysfunction. The most straightforward conclusion is that early alterations in endothelial function cannot be a cause, and may be a consequence, of the initial retention and modification of apoB-lipoproteins within the arterial wall.10 We speculate that newly retained and modified LDL may be the most pathogenic pool during regression as well—and that shrinkage of the freshest pool of retained material, as opposed to the total pool of arterial-wall LDL, allows the overlying endothelium to recover in a few days. As Bartels and Christoffersen et al note, the shapes of the kinetic curves suggest a lag in labeled LDL entry, especially after treatment with the anti-Apolipoprotein B ASO; future studies should confirm and explain this intriguing pattern.

We are on somewhat firmer ground when trying to understand the drop in the fractional degradation of LDL that entered the plaque during early regression. Again, the authors ruled out a nonspecific effect: phagocytic and pinocytic capacities of the cells in the plaques did not measurably decrease during the first week of anti-Apolipoprotein B ASO treatment. At that initial time point, the lack of any significant change in macrophage expression of mRNAs for classical scavenger receptors, mentioned above, is consistent with prior work showing that these molecules are unnecessary for full foam cell formation in murine atherosclerosis.26

Instead, the authors’ data suggest less degradation of retained LDL because there was less modification of these particles within the arterial wall, inferred in part from a decrease in overall protein nitrosylation within plaques after 1 week of anti-Apolipoprotein B ASO treatment. One possibility would be lower local levels of enzymes, such as the secretory sphingomyelinase, that promote apoB retention and aggregation. Calmer endothelium secretes less secretory sphingomyelinase basolaterally.23 Moreover, less cholesterol entry into nearby macrophages would decrease their production of damage-associated molecular patterns that activate endothelium.27 An additional option would be decreased expression of known receptors on macrophages for uptake of enzymatically aggregated LDL, such as LRP128 and the syndecan-4 heparan sulfate proteoglycan.29 But these are only hypotheses. The mechanistic chain—from rapid correction of atherogenic hypercholesterolemia, to these or other molecular effects, to a sharp reduction in intramural LDL degradation—remains to be discovered.

Most importantly, the rapid decreases in permeability to LDL and in the fractional degradation of LDL that enters the plaque may turn out to be crucial for subsequent plaque stabilization, resolution of maladaptive sterile inflammation, and atherosclerosis regression. The role of these effects in altering the balance between pro- and antiinflammation signals for immune cells within the plaque,7 production and stability of lipid resovlins and lipoxins,14 and as noted earlier, the generation of harmful byproducts from modification and degradation of retained LDL will be fruitful areas for study.

Overall, this work provides novel information about endothelial permeability to LDL and then intramural degradation of newly entered LDL during a crucial early time point in a model of atherosclerosis regression. These are completely new findings in an area of considerable scientific and clinical interest, particularly because stronger LDL-lowering medicines—statins and nonstatins—have become approved for clinical use.
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